
Pricelist Template Form  

Effective July 14, 2014

   Product Line: CIPAFilter

   Awarded Vendor: CIPAFilter

   Product Description: CIPAFilter Network Security & Filtering 
Solution

Vendor SKU Product Name Product Description Current Price Unit of Measure Manufacturer Name Manufacturer SKU

CF150.02 CF150 Base CIPAFilter Appliance Set-top CIPAFilter appliance with Advanced 
Firewall/VPN. 2 Gbit ports with 500GB storage. 
1-50Mpbs

 $                                  1,500.00 EA CIPAFilter CF150.02

CF250.02 CF-250 Base CIPAFilter Appliance 1U CIPAFilter appliance with Advanced 
Firewall/VPN. 4 Gbit ports with 1TB storage. 50-
250Mpbs

 $                                  3,000.00 EA CIPAFilter CF250.02

CF350.02 CF-350 Base CIPAFilter Appliance 1U CIPAFilter appliance with Advanced 
Firewall/VPN. 4 Gbit ports with 1TB storage. 
750Mbps-1Gbps

 $                                  5,000.00 EA CIPAFilter CF350.02

VMW2 VMWare Site License (1-2500 users) VMWare Site License  $                                  1,250.00 EA CIPAFilter VMW2
VMW3 VMWare Site License (2,500-10,000 users) VMWare Site License  $                                  2,000.00 EA CIPAFilter VMW3

CFS500 Complete Filtering Suite (1-500 Students) CIPAFilter's Complete Filtering Suite includes all 
the features for advanced content-aware 
filtering, reporting, bandwidth management, anti-
virus, anti-spam, email archiving and malware 
blocking. It is an easy-to-use solution that 
inclues unlimited support and innovative 
technology to keep you moving into Web 2.0 
and a better way to protect and monitor your 
students

 $                                         6.00 EA CIPAFilter CFS500
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Official Vendor Line-Item Price Submission Form

Please refer to the Vendor's Ordering Instructions for details on Awarded Vendor 
and any Authorized Resellers

Prices are listed for a quantity of 1.  For volume discounts contact  vendor for a quote or use Epylon's 
Spot Price Checker feature

Fax Purchase Orders to  800-636-3779 or by using Epylon eCommerce at www.epylon.com.   PEPPM bid 
protected orders can NOT be placed directly with a vendor.

Buyers take 
note!

Fax order to: 1-800-636-3779 Do not send orders direct to the vendor/reseller
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Vendor SKU Product Name Product Description Current Price Unit of Measure Manufacturer Name Manufacturer SKU

CFS750 Internet Filtering Suite (501-750 Students) CIPAFilter's Complete Filtering Suite includes all 
the features for advanced content-aware 
filtering, reporting, bandwidth management, anti-
virus, anti-spam, email archiving and malware 
blocking. It is an easy-to-use solution that 
inclues unlimited support and innovative 
technology to keep you moving into Web 2.0 
and a better way to protect and monitor your 
students

 $                                         5.00 EA CIPAFilter CFS750

CFS1500 Internet Filtering Suite (751-1500 Students) CIPAFilter's Complete Filtering Suite includes all 
the features for advanced content-aware 
filtering, reporting, bandwidth management, anti-
virus, anti-spam, email archiving and malware 
blocking. It is an easy-to-use solution that 
inclues unlimited support and innovative 
technology to keep you moving into Web 2.0 
and a better way to protect and monitor your 
students

 $                                         3.75 EA CIPAFilter CFS1500

CFS3000 Internet Filtering Suite (1,500-3000 
Students)

CIPAFilter's Complete Filtering Suite includes all 
the features for advanced content-aware 
filtering, reporting, bandwidth management, anti-
virus, anti-spam, email archiving and malware 
blocking. It is an easy-to-use solution that 
inclues unlimited support and innovative 
technology to keep you moving into Web 2.0 
and a better way to protect and monitor your 
students

 $                                         3.00 EA CIPAFilter CFS3000

CFS5000 Internet Filtering Suite (3001-5,000 
Students)

CIPAFilter's Complete Filtering Suite includes all 
the features for advanced content-aware 
filtering, reporting, bandwidth management, anti-
virus, anti-spam, email archiving and malware 
blocking. It is an easy-to-use solution that 
inclues unlimited support and innovative 
technology to keep you moving into Web 2.0 
and a better way to protect and monitor your 
students

 $                                         2.25 EA CIPAFilter CFS5000

CFS10000 Internet Filtering Suite (5,001-10,000 
Students)

CIPAFilter's Complete Filtering Suite includes all 
the features for advanced content-aware 
filtering, reporting, bandwidth management, anti-
virus, anti-spam, email archiving and malware 
blocking. It is an easy-to-use solution that 
inclues unlimited support and innovative 
technology to keep you moving into Web 2.0 
and a better way to protect and monitor your 
students

 $                                         1.75 EA CIPAFilter CFS10000

Fax order to: 1-800-636-3779 Do not send orders direct to the vendor/reseller
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Vendor SKU Product Name Product Description Current Price Unit of Measure Manufacturer Name Manufacturer SKU

CFS20000 Internet Filtering Suite (10,001+ Students) CIPAFilter's Complete Filtering Suite includes all 
the features for advanced content-aware 
filtering, reporting, bandwidth management, anti-
virus, anti-spam, email archiving and malware 
blocking. It is an easy-to-use solution that 
inclues unlimited support and innovative 
technology to keep you moving into Web 2.0 
and a better way to protect and monitor your 
students

 $                                         1.25 EA CIPAFilter CFS20000

EFS500 Email Filtering Suite (1-500 Students) CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         2.00 EA CIPAFilter EFS500

EFS2000 Email Filtering Suite (500-2,000 Students) CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         1.00 EA CIPAFilter EFS2000

EFS5000 Email Filtering Suite (2000-5000 Students) CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.75 EA CIPAFilter EFS5000

EFS10000 Email Filtering Suite (5000-10,000 Students) CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.75 EA CIPAFilter EFS10000

EFS30000 Email Filtering Suite (10,000-30,000 
Students)

CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.75 EA CIPAFilter EFS30000

Fax order to: 1-800-636-3779 Do not send orders direct to the vendor/reseller
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EFS50000 Email Filtering Suite (30,000-50,000 
Students)

CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.50 EA CIPAFilter EFS50000

LINSVC CIPAFilter Annual Maintenance Renews hardware unit + support  $                                     500.00 EA CIPAFilter LINSVC
LINSVC-150 CIPAFilter Annual Maintenance for 

CF150.02
Renews hardware unit + support  $                                     250.00 EA CIPAFilter LINSVC-150

EFS500 Email Filtering Suite (1-500 devices) CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         1.90 EA CIPAFilter EFS500

EFS2000 Email Filtering Suite (500-2,000 devices) CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.95 EA CIPAFilter EFS2000

EFS5000 Email Filtering Suite (2000-5000 devices CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.72 EA CIPAFilter EFS5000

EFS10000 Email Filtering Suite (5000-10,000 devices CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.72 EA CIPAFilter EFS10000

Fax order to: 1-800-636-3779 Do not send orders direct to the vendor/reseller
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EFS30000 Email Filtering Suite (10,000-30,000 
devices)

CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.72 EA CIPAFilter EFS30000

EFS50000 Email Filtering Suite (30,000-50,000 
devices)

CIPAFilter's E-mail Filtering Suite protects your 
mail server by filtering more spam without 
blocking legitimate e-mails. This means less 
management for the administrator. Take filtering 
further by scanning e-mails for pornographic 
language, viruses, and other threats. This even 
includes basic e-mail archiving services.

 $                                         0.48 EA CIPAFilter EFS50000

LINSVC CIPAFilter Annual Maintenance Renews hardware unit + support  $                                     238.00 EA CIPAFilter LINSVC

Fax order to: 1-800-636-3779 Do not send orders direct to the vendor/reseller


